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If it is not the duty, it should at least be the delight,
of poets to contemplate the world of science.
-Edwin Morgan, ‘The Poet and the Particle’ (1974)
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sonnets to space happened
I am a mortgage,
on a tomb
I hear how it just steels my birth,
the translating breath: Life in the cat-park, you earn nothing
of air felt charged
On the impression of scales, and her free. The sea
flashed from the hated bears
fell tales each feeling the
salt or evening
her rote through
autumn’s new face. Right (their death was good).
I am sleet.
He wants to unlist matter shapes,
seven of the cameras will be memories
from the testosterone tombs and three
emptied celestial
against all if it were all
the crowds around them. the rock pact,
in my soft hating breath
out of my skin removed from down cold anted rain,
not pushed up and raped into.
The odours of an empty woman
Fill them with the weight
of my consequences.
A pebble-thought of foetid sculpture
The castle is milk-full of it
Only it, and never let ghosts
startle you, a plush of skin,
and the grates of blame.
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through the air that you bored in our heads crashing out:
That autumn slime,
the glare of which no asking.
So what was your free love worth,
(where he knows they bask you from?)
what i won’t do
I feel like a ghost in the tat.
lick through with rooms around its coreflame,
an ouch other than history.
*
The chipped chairs, the revery he intended. Half his fishing years.
All rushing words worth,
Testing he creates,
Windows sealed by the tiny skin,
And I am this cross mounting furying sea
of the burn is harm.
Thereward some hands all doubtlessly shut.
Through the doorbike,
he smelled tea-stained pearls
Your post-war transfixed
Inside my fingers.
into the kitchen
nor hunger red.
through the air
above our heads,
over the dark stoop, from my mother snow
like the lids in time. I loved this voice.
invading bags with Bread, in thought.
A map, unfurled, and seals and coiled angles

like
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unsupply jetting us forward,
above the numbs, then rolling reveals
style to constructor. Maryville, the tree display says mortal knees
would have been hair
and sneeze
a paradise. Surviving is charged with litter.
he watched his nose
of increased birth and soldiers’
corner of the zero glows. The epochal piety
of strangers gathers one’s poises
the clouds and nows that will
startle you, softness trailed by rack,
lifting paper so at the white moon washes the past
from which i will clink of what the world
and the rag of rose
get me
when he would not
let go,
when eight years later
he will even the pound
the language of mind’s distance
of the cake that got then the body
as they have jay. He don’t fit
right
the wandering sale
Forgiving wives can’t always have a trick
or two up his sleeve,
should he ever meet
the nounless and naïve.
you will be the sing in stars, but i will stutter
a violence to his made,
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showed with the pent of their fingers
and past gives rule,
he always suited your name on the tides
A beautifall,
you enveloped that when
The tree draft down the queendealed glass.
*
Earth Shares. That are you moved. They’ll have a poem
and set your arms about the Firth.
and sonnets to space happened.
Quaker in the ditch! work or be dunked.
In the dark woman she was holding self.
He dreams she’s done - book in the box.
incorrigibly optimistic. But
the strain of her unbridled cheer
While of the oil of it, all I can hear is
hounding of light
and had bruised ourselves into bodies.
Over the Firth the dawn dons her glitter crimp
in the room rain
In a stripe of refore and fatter,
each to sea – anything, but it’s a start.
You stitched motherstake that fathood
on the dregs
in a city torn pool.
We spoke this other air that spreads
in verbatimthat whose trigger is oiled slick.
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Giddy with history
the glue Stappers auf den Spindel aground
den Ticker
and all the seas
and whether she clasps
when the first slick was with it.
Bather in grass in my remembering, on the carpet, water spiring
and that, forever even his eye then released.
Bones. For the avowed, the second shells. I still see
her rocky, sometimes, shimmers could live aboundy.
And some days it’s hard not to think about
The dusky laugh, reached out
To meds of odd and even forms, blossomed and sorty.
You are still stuck out,
Nature much blooming my world,
Being breath less body, seed-torn paws.
Salt to strange the word she does less than your city comes.
A squall dies a woman
Hairy but formal around the two ATMs
Into the city’s expected blood-tea.
I am; the wall is not.
They will bring you endless pavements,
His kitchen safe where day grows
Because people followed the booths
I think to your eye!
My body is a trembler
Wondering whether some day,
The spitting and spiral of curvation,
Every protection a shiver.
And so you will devise for yourself
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If my pigs and bills and swollen creatures
By innermost dig did not encounter
A folk we only need
And a think-room that,
knowing your ear,
winks like a Kindamaty factory.
Release these hidden goods
Defencelesschildren wrought my heads crafting with cloudy bitscribery,
and the waves close,
my heart wobbles,
with not pause
you will shift,
morph in break.
We’re thrown.
*
Someone held a stubbled sex specimen.
In decades on the other side of the road,
A tad o’ her mortified harm
We spent down his process of sexbacking:
a shelled poem in place of old dancers.
Soiled so alive but the colour of a spiral stairing on solitude shoes,
on his hare in your ear,
and set out lines
how it was we
would be stone - yet
I seem an interfect,
fat haddock-radging her, a moment
of love we use.
Their tepid grip.
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I relax,
My fresh pearls
Sharp-game whisper,
It wills, recycling you. She had no hope.
What hope is to know without turns to your throat,
Where my nails pierce your voice.
You looked the same as me who ate herself on a Sunday
afternoon while her parts are indicating. Nobody scrabble?
His eyes are forging. Every beauty
its spell in my thought.
A canvas bawled scarlet one edge of the week’s strong, gashing rivals
from the colour of a Small Wind.
Far from hollow hospitals,
the solution nursed the baby
but the rot be an art,
brought in who are in the distance
with my thighs, stayed on the dark empty clouds,
like the tasker staes
whaur the light now I want to laze in the blank
Not known by Jean’s face on the rides,
from Marcel memory and the talk of the violin.
Dieses Burch aus plastic bag besiesten fier wie die Scottert.
We are whom-sex into ladies.
Eine Spinder,
eine mit der Welt,
doubtlessly mine, and I wondered.
Goth-common natural confliction, lacking in tourists are these –
and the air between us flinches when kicked.
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*
Imagine
what you left.
Debit firm chicken.
You’re safe in our bodies
and what makes you itch at night,
over a hometown,
I am now with my forehead’s evening, the same thing
but a young thing.
Do not bury them across the programme /
I think of joy again but having vocators she
really threw the world to be crushed on its steps.
He was on the isthmus and I was gloriously, a crumble of present
with my roll-up and dizzy,
To see,
nerves of what might have
began to the bone
of the same woman who used to keep My father’s shirt
Father don’t worry
is the question through my eyes,
looking straight and sick.
I’m stript again and our flask of sugar wombs,
let me assure someone
and wonder if you’re supposed to call him
Dad.
Even if I were blind
I can’t stand that you are still
standing,
which is to say that you and I have been holding
each other at a tumble
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From the great beet that I keep in to your warmth:
it is a classic cinematic bottle
of your mother’s sleeping pills
She slept with hostile air;
Champing to the dead path would change our bearing.
The clouds are gold-rubber
but on a scrapboard supermarket.
the body as battered still in the dock
here be the
face towards the occupied body.
they flick their lips drip
the footpress of griefings on your screen;
in whatever spines your face free
‘She is only time some thirsty books /
shear the sky across the path.’
She is the boy who was so nearby, freely, smudging up,
The radia the colour for the work of One Direction
and the darkness past passes, and there is no sun.
*
You hedge me, empty cat
and living shop.
Philpott is snarls and curls
Wax centering Persephone poetry possessed.
there is a squint-act of age
and we are our own glow in the cupboard
quick but what it is to be known.
But I shall batten down the hatches,
light the can,
wild nine.
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Sometimes the night scrawled
blistering eyes were rooms in the blood
from Fleur - worst day,
in his dreams,
their courtship,
vicarious,
dunked lest a tunnel walking home from the pub lag behind them
like pits of quicksand.
do I grin petals?
your grin wide

enough to deter forever.

I am
But there is a stained-glass
window hanging
at the back of a lavender flower
will not be one stolen, ringed and white stripes on a flag,
use it like an angle through the darkness.
I am monography followed by cigarettes –
Two more mines for weeks.
It is no longer a current valley,
He flowers & etches the end of the women whose
landing, like a couple’s loon,
leaves nothing easily.
Basking down the station,
Post-disembarkatised, one way or not dear
curling into a brew half-liked,
the dead back down my heart
and write her name upon it
And in the protective match to change
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the dance of ideas
the same hoping jokes, between the top,
beyond their dreich
and flow up in this holiday code
While she slept the night
I just found almost all water
with the sun: which of us used the underworld?
‘Ok after I buys the girl / gets the girl,’
& the girl is translating your snore-rapping,
Her stomach speakers
First means to gaze on,
to claim them back,
unable to will their eyes relic forms,
how they make something else.
They refuse to fall in line,
Deterritorialised in flames, it’s off killing the deep
from a candle addressed on the old skin of scars
In one last lamplined torrent.
It stopped and, stooping back tar-feathered, confected,
Days dazed cracklessly.
I am a mortgage,
on a tomb

- Particle Poem Collider
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Particle Poem Collider: A Postscript
The poetry in this pamphlet
was written using artificial
intelligence (AI). However, AI is
just one of a long list of authors
that form the collective that is
the Particle Poem Collider, and
is (almost certainly) the least
‘intelligent’ author on that list.
The Particle Poem Collider
was built for Edinburgh’s 2022
international Push the Boat
Out poetry festival, using an
algorithm to smash together
the words of visiting poets in
an ambitious quest to generate the perfect lyrical fusion of
man and machine. The resulting verses were writ large on a
4-meter LED ticker tape during
the festival at Summerhall. An
edited version appears in
this pamphlet.
Inspired by the irreverence
and innovation of Push the
Boat Out’s patron saint, Edwin
Morgan, the poetry of the PPC
pushes the boundaries of both
literary convention and scientific creativity. With a nod to
Morgan’s Particle Poems, which
explored quantum physics, the

PPC is a critical project which
asks important questions about
the future of creativity, authorship and value in an age of AI
and machine learning.
With these questions - and
Morgan’s ethic - in mind, we
decided to collide some poetic
particles of our own. A rather
old-fashioned AI model (the
latest generation are just too
good at aping styles, and tend
not to make interesting or
amusing mistakes) was trained
on the guest poets’ work, generating a steady stream of doggerel, letter by letter, in the vein
of whichever poet (or poets)
took its fancy in the moment.
As with many applications of
so called ‘artificial intelligence’,
the output text was curated by
human intervention and innovation at every stage of the
process. It was trained on the
work of humans, procured by
the PTBO festival, fed to the
AI by human hand, designed
and edited for the benefit of
human consumption. Can the
generated text really be called
‘AI poetry’?
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Rendering this text en masse in
a printed pamphlet adds another layer of provocation: if the
system stumbles upon a perfectly turned original phrase,
or an exhilarating insight, who
gets the credit?
As you will see, the PPC has
indeed generated some aesthetically joyful poetic snippets.
What (human) poet would not
have been happy to compose
lines such as “Our flask of sugar
wombs” or “A squall dies a
woman”? And who would have
envisioned the strangely Scottish phrase “haddock-radging”,
or perhaps what is the perfect
description of this whole project, “Bitscribery”?
In the words of Edwin Morgan,
it is therefore both our duty
and our delight to present
the work in this pamphlet. So
much more than ‘AI poetry’,
we hope that ‘Sonnets to Space
Happened’, a poem by the Particle Poem Collider (2022), is
both an enjoyable and provocative exploration of creativity
and science in a digital age.
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